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No two manufacturing needs are exactly alike. Finding the 
right solution means thoroughly understanding your 

objectives and configuring a solution to match them precisely. 
Our engineers bring decades of industry experience to help 

you achieve your specified goals with a process that fits - and 
enhances - your workflow.

Solutions 
Designed 
Around 
Your Needs
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Historical Background

Ownership Structure

Four integrated divisions

- Machine Tool Trading division

- Machine Development division

- Machine Servicing division

- Manufacturing division

Our Machining Capability

Our Latest Acquisition

Our Work

Roof Bolt Production Machines

Prepare your machine 
shop for the future 

Machine Tool Promotions offers a fully integrated range of products and 

services in the machine tool field.



This is how 
our story 
began

Page 1 Historical Background

The original company Tooling 
Promotions was established in 
Vanderbijlpark in 1969 as a tooling 

supplier for the Vaal Triangle region.  
The founding partners were Bart 
Pieterse Snr., Pim Pieterse and 
Michael Stone.  During the 1970’s 
the company developed into one of 
the major suppliers of tooling and 
related engineering equipment in 
the Vaal Triangle.  
Tooling Promotions now operates 
as a totally separate company from 
new premises under the ownership 
of Stephen Holt.

An aerial view of the BPM building.  The smaller buildings in the top right-hand 
corner of the photo as well as the red building on the left hand side do not form 

part of the building.



Ownership Structure

-
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In 1979 the partners established a 
second company called Machine Tool 
Promotions for the specific purpose of 
extending their trading activities into 
the machine tools market.  This 
company initially only traded with 
new and used machine tools, but in 
the mid 1980’s also extended its 
activities into machine tool rebuilding.  
It was changed to a closed 
corporation in 1986 and the current 
Managing Director Bart Pieterse Jnr. 
joined the company in 1993.

In 1986 the scale of operations 
necessitated the construction of a 
larger factory building at the current 
premises in Fraser Street.  A new 
closed corporation BPM Investments 
(derived from their first names Bart, 
Pim & Mick) was established for the 

construction and management of 
this building. This building would be 
extended over the next two decades 
into a factory covering 3 industrial 
stands with a total floor space of 
6500 square meters serviced by 8 
overhead cranes.

Machine Tool Promotions purchased 
a new slideway grinder in 1992, which 
set the company on a course to 
become South Africa’s foremost 
machine tool rebuilding company 
with a noted presence in the world 
market.   The extended rebuilding 
activities also required, amongst 
many skills and equipment, 
specialized knowledge in the 
electronic and specifically 
Computerized Numerical Control 
(CNC) field.  

Whilst Machine Tool Promotions (Pty) Ltd was until 
early 2017 a black-owned business, with 55% held by 
a black-owned consortium.  This transaction was 
however reversed and the company is currently 
owned in the following manner:

•    Bart Pieterse, aged 57, with 100% shareholding.  
     He holds a B.Eng and M.Eng from the University of 
     Pretoria, as well as a MBA (also from UP)

The building from which Machine Tool Promotions 
now operates, is wholly owned by the company BPM 
Investments.



The various divisions within Machine Tool Promotions combine forces for the 
complete modernization of machine tools.  This would firstly include the 
geometric rebuilding of worn machines performed by means of regrinding of the 
worn slides on MTP’s Aschersleben slideway grinder, which to our knowledge is 
the biggest purpose-built slideway grinder currently functioning in the Southern 
hemisphere.  The machine tools would then be pre-assembled in our works.  

All new mechanical subsystems 
and drivetrains are manufactured 
to drawing by our Manufacturing 
division.  Finally our Development 
division would design, supply and 
retrofit the machine with a 
modern Siemens or Fanuc CNC 
system and complete new 
electrical system.  

The final installation and warranty 
support at the customer’s works 
would be performed by the 
technicians from the Service 
division.
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Four integrated divisions

Four integrated divisions

Machine Tool Promotions functions as four distinct divisions, as follows:

Machine Development 

Machine Trading

The Trading division concentrates on 
the sale of new and modernized 
machine tools.  It acquires its new 
machine tools from several overseas 
principals which have been 
established as well-known brands in 
Southern Africa.  

Manufacturing 

Machine Servicing

Our Service division performs the 
actual installation and 
commissioning of the new, used and 
locally developed machine tools and 
industrial machines.  The extensive 
team of mechanical and electronic 
technicians also provide warranty 
support for all the machines 
previously supplied.

This division develops industrial 
machines, comprising the complete 
design, building, installation and 
commissioning of such machines, 
which normally includes a significant 
degree of automation.

This division concentrates on the 
repair, machining and manufacture 
of gasification equipment for the 
petroleum industry and the repair of 
rolling stock equipment for the 
railway industry.

The various divisions within Machine Tool Promotions combine forces for the 
complete modernization of machine tools.  This would firstly include the 
geometric rebuilding of worn machines performed by means of regrinding of the 
worn slides on MTP’s Aschersleben slideway grinder, which to our knowledge is 
the biggest purpose-built slideway grinder currently functioning in the Southern 
hemisphere.  The machine tools would then be pre-assembled in our works.  
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All new mechanical subsystems 
and drivetrains are manufactured 
to drawing by our Manufacturing 
division.  Finally our Development 
division would design, supply and 
retrofit the machine with a 
modern Siemens or Fanuc CNC 
system and complete new 
electrical system.  

The final installation and warranty 
support at the customer’s works 
would be performed by the 
technicians from the Service 
division.

Our slideway grinder, capable of 
grinding components 12.3 meter in 
length and and 2 300mm in width, with 
a maximum weight of 60 metric tons.

Two very large machines 
developed and installed at a 
customer for the machining of 
fabricated shells which contain 
the internals of gasifier 
equipment

Another example of the manner in 
which two divisions complement 
each other: Shown alongside are 
two new You-Ji vertical borers 
which were imported and installed 
in our workshop for the machining 
of components by the 
Manufacturing division, and which 
were subsequently sold by the 
Trading division as demo-machines 
at the conclusion of a specific 
project

All new mechanical subsystems 
and drivetrains are manufactured 
to drawing by our Manufacturing 
division.  Finally our Development 
division would design, supply and 
retrofit the machine with a 
modern Siemens or Fanuc CNC 
system and complete new 
electrical system.  

The final installation and warranty 
support at the customer’s works 
would be performed by the 
technicians from the Service 
division.

The various divisions within Machine Tool Promotions combine forces for the 
complete modernization of machine tools.  This would firstly include the 
geometric rebuilding of worn machines performed by means of regrinding of the 
worn slides on MTP’s Aschersleben slideway grinder, which to our knowledge is 
the biggest purpose-built slideway grinder currently functioning in the Southern 
hemisphere.  The machine tools would then be pre-assembled in our works.  
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The Machine Tool Trading division

The Machine Tool Trading division

KIHEUNG of South Korea - a range of heavy-duty manual and 
CNC milling machines, targeted at a specific segment of the 
market between machining centers and boring mills.

FAT-Haco of Poland / Belgium - a range of manual and CNC 
lathes designed in Belgium and produced in Poland. The main 
product in the range is a flat-bed CNC lathe which allows us to 
offer cost-effective alternatives to slant-bed lathes. 

ZMM of Bulgaria - This range of conventional lathes serves to 
offer engineering companies with an European alternative to 
lower quality Chinese machines.

OMD of Italy - Spring end grinders and spring forming machines, 
typically used in the railway and automotive industries.

Bredtmann-Girke of Germany - Manufacturer of integrated 
spring-making plants, including heating, coiling, heat-treatment 
and painting of springs, mainly for the railway and automotive 
industries. 

You Ji of Taiwan - an extensive range of CNC vertical boring 
machines as their primary product, as well as a full range of table 
and floor Boring machines, vertical and horizontal machining 
centres and lathes (slant bed and flat-bed).

Emena of Spain - manufacturer of a range of milling heads and 
slotting attachments, marketed by MTP in South Africa as 
accessories or replacement units to existing machines.

Ermaksan of Turkey - Metal forming machines like pressbrakes, 
guillotines and ironworkers as well as sheet metal cutting 
machines like laser and plasma machines. 

TOS Varnsdorf of Czech Republic - Horinzotal boring machines.

Neway of China - A wide range of CNC lathes, machining 
centres, horizontal boring and Vertical turning machines.

Machine Tool Promotions is the agent for several machine tool manufacturers and 
uses its market presence and technical support skills to provide the complete 
importation, supply, installation and support of a range of new machine tools in 
the Southern African market.  

Specifically, we are formal agents for the following ranges of machine tools:
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Our original showroom with a 
selection of stock machines being 
displayed

Our Showroom

MTP also offers fully modernized machine tools, with or without new CNC systems.  
Used machine tools are often acquired as trade-ins from new machine tool deals 
or are purchased in separate transactions or as complete factory lots.  Larger 
machines are often purchased in Germany or the USA for the specific purpose or 
modernizing for eventual resale.  Our heavy crane capacity and large infrastruc-
ture allows us to concentrate on larger machines like roll lathes, roll grinders and 
floor boring machines which can be modernized and offered for resale at typically 
a third to half of equivalent new cost. 

A Combined vertical borer and horizontal borer developed by MTP and installed 
at Weir in the UK in 2009.
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Machine development division

High Speed Threadroller: The 
machine delivers 1800 threaded 
bars per hour.  The bars (rebar) can 
be threaded unpeeled, up to a 
diameter of 25mm.

Multi Spindle Drill: drills 21 bars 
simultaneously, with a delivery rate 
of 1 bar per second. The drill 
diameters are Ø 4mm and Ø 5mm.

High Speed Cropping machine: 
This machine delivers and stacks 
1800 bars per hour, cropped with 
45° and 90° ends, in 800mm to 
3000mm lengths, from 12m stock 
re-bar. It requires one operator only, 
and can be offered with a 
de-tangling loader for the 12m bars.  

Apart from the conventional and CNC machine tools modernized and retrofitted 
by this division, we have also developed a highly successful range of roof-bolt and 
bar processing machines.
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We retrofit machines with new CNC systems, notably Fanuc, Heidenhain and 
Siemens.  We perform the designs in-house, using E-plan design software, and 
the electrical drawings are generated for inclusion in the new machine manuals.

A set of manuals as generated for 
a series of machines retrofitted 
for Atlantis Foundries, Cape 
Town

A typical CNC pendant fitted 
to a retrofitted machine

A new electrical panel, with all new 
electrical switchgear and wire 
numbering

We have retrofitted many machine tools throughout the years.  Specific 
machines include 
•  horizontal boring machines, conventional and CNC
•  vertical borers, also as conventional or CNC machines
•  roll lathes and roll grinders for the steel processing industry
•  portal wheel lathes for railway wheelsets and railway axles machines, 
•  CNC and conventional lathes 
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Machine Servicing division

Machine Servicing division
This division is staffed by experienced mechanical and electronic technicians, 
with many years of experience in the installation, commissioning and servicing of 
conventional and CNC machine tools.  Our electronic technicians are capable of 
fault finding and servicing of Fanuc, NUM, Siemens and Heidenhain CNC 
systems.  

The division owns and operates several 
diagnostic tools and measuring systems for 
machine measuring and levelling.  We make 
use of electronic and conventional levels, 
which are calibrated annually.  We can 
perform the complete dimensional verifica-
tion and re-levelling of large machine tools 
to ISO standards.  For example, we will be 
able to verify the accuracy of a floor borer to 
ISO 3070 part II and make adjustments to 
parts of the geometry where required in 
order to then provide you with a calibration 
certificate for such a machine tool

We also offer the re-location of all the machine tools in complete factories.  Such 
projects would be managed by a senior project manager who would provide 
weekly or monthly updates of the relocation process.  The initial baseline condi-
tion of machine tools are established and recorded in order to control the process 
of re-installing the machines in similar or better condition. 

We also offer preventative maintenance programs aimed at providing scheduled 
servicing of your machine tools.  This would include preventative service pro-
grams as well as breakdown servicing.
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Manufacturing division
We own and operate a range of modernized and new machine tools which, 
together with a team of skilled programmers and machinists, enables the 
Manufacturing division to manufacture and machine highly complex parts.  We 
have a ISO 3834 certification, enabling us to perform highly specialized welding 
processes.  Our main focus is on the following industries:

Railway: We focus on the repair of rolling stock 
equipment for the railway industry.  Our larger 
machines are particularly suited to the machining 
of locomotive and carriage bogies.  We also have a 
dedicated production line of the repair of bolsters.  
Our most important customers in this industry are 
currently Transnet Engineering, PRASA and Global 
Rail.

Petrochemical: The manufacture and repair of 
internal components for gasifiers as used in the 
petrochemical and gas industries.  We are the only 
South African company accredited to manufacture 
the internal parts for Lurgi SA (part of AirLiquide 
from France), which holds the patents and licenses 
for a range of gasification systems.  We have 
recently completed the supply of the internals for 
7 gasifiers for Jindal Steel and Power in India on 
behalf of Lurgi .  We are also one of only a few 
companies in South Africa that is accredited to 
manufacture and repair the gasifier parts for Sasol 
Synfuels, which operates a total of 84 gasifiers at 
their Secunda works.

Mining: We perform specialized weld 
upgrading, hard facing and machining of 
larger components for companies like 
Caterpillar  and/or Barloworld Equipment.  



TOYODA 5-face CNC portal-type milling machine
Model BN-25A 

Specification
Year of original manufacture
Table size (2 of)
Column passage (max. component width)

Height under bridge (max. comp. height)

X-axis travel (table long travel)

Y-axis (ram cross travel)

Z-axis travel (Ram stroke)

W-axis travel (Bridge vertical travel)

Spindle power
Spindle speed range
Spindle taper

1989, retrofitted in 2015
4 000 x 2 400 mm
3 175 mm
2 000 mm
6 000 mm
3 800 mm
750 mm
1 400 mm
30/38 kW
15 - 2 000 rpm
BT 50

Equipped with:
• Automatic pallet changing system (twin tables) 

• 96 positions automatic tool changer (horizontal & vertical)

• Fanuc 31i M CNC system

• Automatic indexing right-angled milling head (4 x 90°)

• Vertical milling head extension

• Spindle orientation for rigid tapping

• Chip screws in rear and front, with lateral lift-up conveyor

Page 11 Our machining capability



ASCHERSLEBEN Portal grinding& milling m/c
Model SZ-18-18-12

Page 12Our machining capability

Specifications
Table length
Table width
Maximum component length
Maximum component width
Maximum component height
Maximum component weight
Universal head motor power
Universal head speed range
Universal head wheel size
Universal head angular adjustment
Fixed head motor power
Fixed head speed range
Fixed head wheel size
Table feed rate
Cross travel feed rate
Total machine weight
Total machine area (L x W x H)

12 320mm
1 800mm
12 000 mm
2 300 mm
2 000 mm
60 metric tons
10 kW
500 - 2900 rpm
500 x 63 x 127 mm
+- 90 degrees
22 kW
960 rpm
630 x 180 x 305 mm
0 – 50 m/min
560 mm/min
105 metric tons
30.5 x 8.1 x 5.6 meter

Equipped with:
• Hydrostatic system supplying the table 

  slideways

• A Fanuc Powermate CNC system, 

  retrofitted in August 2000.  All original 

  motors were replaced with Fanuc series 

  Alpha servo motors – only the main table 

  axis motor is still original.  The original 

  electrical system was partially retained, 

  with the Fanuc system interfaced into the 

  original electrical panels. 

• A set of telescopic covers on the main bed 

  on both sides of the table

• Operator platform (fitted to floor level)

• Pre-tension device at back of bridge to 

  minimize bridge deflection

• Diamond wheel dressing system and 

  assorted grinding wheels and milling 

  spindles
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Union CNC floor-type boring machine
Model BFP 13/7 CNC

Specifications
Long travel (X-axis)
Vertical travel (Y-axis)
Boring spindle stroke (Z-axis)
Facing head radial stroke (U-axis, manual)
Boring spindle diameter
Spindle taper of milling head
Torque on boring spindle
Torque on facing head
Maximum facing diameter
Main motor power
Spindle speed range (4 range)
Facing head speed range (2 ranges)
Table rotational speed (rapid rate)
X- and Y-axis feed rates
Z-axis feed rate
Floor plate area
Rotary table surface
Table long travel (W-axis)
Table loading

9000 mm
2400 mm
900 mm
320 mm
130 mm
ISO 50
3150 N.m
5300 N.m
1400 mm 
52 kW DC
5 - 1050 rpm
5 – 250 rpm
1.6 rpm
0 – 2.5 m/min
0 – 3 m/min
7000 x 3500 mm
2500 x 2000 mm
2000 mm
20 tons

Equipped with:
• New Fanuc 310i CNC system (installed in 2014), with 4-axis control

• Universal milling head extension

• Facing head

• Linear scales on all 4 axes (X-axis equipped with new double-pin gearbox and precision ground 

tracks)

• CNC system is ready to accept additional 2 axes for a 20-ton rotary table with W-axis

Lorem ipsum
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Lorem ipsum

Mitsubishi-Kiheung CNC floor-type milling machine 
Model MIT-U1000

Equipped with:
• T-slotted floor plates

• Fanuc 31i CNC system (installed in March 2011, in place of Fanuc 0i system)

• A manual universal indexing head

• Spindle orientation for rigid tapping

• Additional 4th axis drive fully integrated in panel to accept a 4th axis rotary table

Specifications
Year of original manufacture
Floor plate area
X-axis travel (table long travel)
Y-axis travel (Ram stroke)
Z-axis travel (Headstock vertical travel)
Spindle power
Spindle speed range
Spindle taper

2009
4500 x 2500 mm
4500 mm
1000 mm
2000 mm
30 kW
0 - 4000 rpm
BT 50
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Mandelli Horizontal Milling Center 
Model 1200H 

Specifications
Table size (2 of)
Table load
Long travel (X)
Cross-travel (Y)
Vertical travel (Z)
Feedrate
Feedrate 4th axis (B)
Spindle taper
Spindle speed
Spindle Power

1 200 mm x 1 000 mm 
2 500 kg
2 500 mm
1 200 mm
1 200 mm
0– 10 000 mm/ min
0.001 degree continuous 2-3,5 rpm
BT 50
3 000 rpm
22 kW

Equipped with:
• The machine has been retrofitted with a new Fanuc 0i 

  CNC system in 2009, complete with new electrical 

  system, new servomotors and drives and new pendant.

• Pallet changer complete with 2 pallets

• 60 position tool changer

• Integrated “B-axis” (continuous 4th axis)

• Chip conveyor

• High pressure coolant-through-spindle system with 

  filtration plant

Lorem ipsum
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Lorem ipsum

Giddings & Lewis Boring Machine 
Model G60T 

Specifications
Table size:
X-axis travel (table cross travel)
Z-axis travel (headstock vertical travel)
Y-axis travel (Headstock vertical travel):
Spindle stroke 
Spindle motor power
Spindle speed range
Boring spindle diameter
Spindle taper
Table loading

2490 x 1520 mm
2300 mm
1500mm
1850 mm
915 mm
30kw
5 – 1120 rpm
152 mm (6’’)
ISO 50
10 tons

Equipped with:
• 4-axis Fanuc CNC system

• New telescopic covers fitted on both sides of the main

• New electrical panel, with all new electrical wiring throughout the machine

• Hydraulic powerpack with integral cooling unit, completely rebuilt



Kearns and Richards Horizontal Boring Mill
Model SJ100

Specifications
Year of original manufacture
CNC system
Table size
X - axis
Y - axis
Z - axis
Spindle stroke
Facing head diameter
Boring spindle diameter
Table loading
Spindle speed range
Spindle taper

1982 (Retrofitted in 2010)
New Fanuc Powermate iH CNC
1 200 x 1 500mm
2 000 mm
1 500 mm
1 500 mm
 600 mm
 680 mm
101,6 mm (ISO 50)
5 tons
22 – 1120 rpm
ISO 50

Equipped with:
· Facing head with 180 facing slide & tool holder

· Universal milling head with support

· Built-in facing head

· Heidenhain linear scales

· New telescopic covers on bed ways (excluding vertical axis)

· Ballscrews on all axes

Page 17 Our machining capability

Lorem ipsum
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Lorem ipsum

Our machining capability

Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum

Schiess CNC Vertical Turning 
Lathe
Specifications
Table diameter
Max. turning diameter (for 300mm above chuck)
Turning diameter over rest of envelope
Maximum component height under bridge
Saddle on bridge (X-axis) travel
Ram stroke (Z-axis)
Bridge elevation (W-axis)
Table motor power
Table speed range
Table speed ranges (manual)
Turret positions (manual)

1200 mm
1425 mm
1375 mm
1100 mm
900 mm
550 mm
750 mm
0 kW
7.8 – 96.5 rpm
12 off
5 off

Equipped with:
• Fanuc 0i-TD CNC system with electronic hand wheel

• 5-position turret, manually indexed

• Motorized elevating bridge

• 4-jaw manual chuck 

• Table enclosure (circular, with motorized door)

• Various assorted tool holders
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MECOF Floor-type CNC milling machine
Model CS 224 

Specifications
Table area
X-axis travel (column long travel)
Y-axis travel (Ram stroke)
Z-axis travel (Headstock vertical travel)
Spindle power
Spindle speed range
Spindle taper

7000 x 1000 mm
5000 mm
1000 mm
2000 mm
22 kW
0 - 2000 rpm
ISO 50

Equipped with:
• T-slotted table with moving column supported by outrigger

• NUM 860 3-axis CNC system

• A manually-indexed universal head, permanently fitted

• T-slotted extension tables (2 off)

• Set of T-slotted angle plates (2 off)

• The machine can be retrofitted with a new Fanuc CNC system, with or without a 4th

  axis H/V rotary table as a fully-integrated contouring axis.

Lorem ipsum
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Lorem ipsum

Forest-Liné CNC traveling-column 
3-axis CNC milling machine

Specifications
Long travel (X-axis)
Vertical travel (Z-axis)
Ram stroke (Y-axis)
Spindle taper of milling head
Spindle speed range (5 ranges)
T-slotted table size

4200 mm
1800 mm
600 mm
ISO 50
10 - 2650 rpm
6 x 3m (TBC)

Equipped with:
• The headstock features a permanently mounted 

  universal  milling head (manually adjustable).

• The CNC system is a NUM 1060, installed in 1995. 
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Kiheung Floor-type CNC milling machine
Model DR-U1000 

Specifications
Year of manufacture
Floor plate area
X-axis (column long travel)
Y-axis (Ram stroke)
Z-axis (Headstock vertical travel)
Spindle power
Spindle speed range
Spindle taper

2007
6000 x 2000 mm
3500 mm
1000 mm
1850 mm
30 kW
0 - 4000 rpm
BT 50

Equipped with:
• T-slotted floor plates

• Fanuc 0i CNC system

• A manual universal indexing head

• Spindle orientation for rigid tapping

• Integrated cooling system for headstock 

  and milling head
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Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum

Sculfort CNC vertical boring machine
Model TV-30
Specifications
Table diameter
Maximum turning diameter
Maximum turning height under tool
Maximum component height under bridge
Table motor power
Table speed range
Turret positions
Year of original manufacture

630mm
750mm
700mm
800mm
37 kW
0 - 700 rpm
4 of
1991

Equipped with:
• Fanuc 0i-TD CNC system with electronic hand wheel

• 4 position heavy-duty turret

• 3-jaw Rohm hydraulic chuck 

• Full machine enclosure

• Chip conveyor and integrated coolant tank

Diedesheim CNC vertical boring machine
Model V60
Specifications
Table diameter
Maximum swing diameter (for first 100mm height above chuck)

Maximum cutting diameter (for rest of machine envelope)

Maximum cutting height (underneath turret)

Maximum cutting height (alongside turret)

Table speed range (Low Range)

Table speed range (High Range)

Maximum table loading
Main table motor power

800 mm
1 100 mm
680 mm
600 mm
1 000 mm
0 - 200 rpm
0 - 750 rpm
600 kg
45/54 kW

Equipped with:
• Fanuc 0i-TD CNC system with electronic hand wheel

• 4 position heavy-duty turret

• 3-jaw hydraulic chuck 

• Coolant system and full machine enclosure

• Chip conveyor and integrated coolant tank 

• 3 off assorted tool holders

Lorem ipsum



Ermaksan Plasma Cutting Machine
Model EPL 260.8x3
Specifications
Working width
Working length
Torch vertical travel
Daylight under bridge
Table height
Speed 
Positioning accuracy 
Repeatability 

3000 mm
8000 mm
100 mm
200 mm
750 mm
15 m/min
+-0.10 mm
+-0.05 mm

Lorem ipsum

A robotic welding cell 
for automated welding

Lincoln Boom Welder 
600A

a 3D Measurement 
room with full climate 
control and 15 ton crane 
lifting capacity 
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Lorem ipsum
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Lorem ipsum

MTP TAKES OLD IRON AND IMPROVES 
PERFORMANCE, ADDS NEW CAPABILITIES 
AND MACHINING FLEXIBILITY.

With an impressive table capacity of 60 metric tons, the machine features a 
maximum swing of 5600mm and offers a component height of 5250mm 
below the tool.  The turning ram has a vertical stroke of 2500mm. The milling 
spindle is capable of up to 1200 rpm and has a 1500mm vertical stroke.

RETROFITTING THE
ACME VERTICAL BORER
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Lorem ipsum

"We have now modernised the machine and installed it on a heavy-duty foundation in our 
heavy bay. The machine has been retrofitted with a new Fanuc twin-path CNC system to 
control both the turning and milling rams of the machine. The milling ram is equipped 
with a live spindle, and the table features a C-axis for accurate rotational positioning and 
interpolating."

TURNING AND VERTICAL MILLING

Description

Table diameter     4500 mm

Maximum turning diameter   5600 mm

Maximum component height under bridge  4560 mm

Max. component height under tool   4250 mm

Vertical stroke of turning ram    2250 mm

Vertical stroke of milling ram   1500 mm 

Bridge elevation (W-axis)    3500 mm

Table motor power    75 kW

Max. table speed     40 rpm

Milling spindle speed range   1-1200 rpm

Table loading     60 tons

"This is a special machine, and now that we have completely retrofitted the machine, it 
will give a company a distinct advantage. Being able to CNC machine 60 tons of metal is 
not a capability everyone has. Additionally, the machine has turning and vertical milling 
as standard, but we have added the live spindle and C-axis features." 

The machine comes from an era when CNC had not taken off. New control interfaces 
and programming capabilities can make old equipment feel new again, but taking full 
advantage of modern CNC technology usually requires a more substantial retrofit. By 
simply swapping out an outdated or non-functioning CNC for a new model isn't even an 
option in some cases. The individual elements of modern motion control systems are 
too closely integrated to consider anyone component in isolation. Drive systems 
wouldn't be compatible with any modern control, for that matter. Beyond that, 
manufacturers concerned only with getting a machine up and running again might miss 
out on opportunities for more dramatic improvements."

"Large, complex equipment is too important to scrap and too expensive to replace 
outright. Our primary goals for retrofitting include improving not only performance but 
also machining flexibility."
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Lorem ipsum

Our work
Typical work performed for customers include the following:

Fabricating and machining of several large fixtures for 
Transnet Engineering, to be used for the support of 

locomotive bogies during production machining.

Machining a segment (in the foreground) and the 
complete assembly (background) of a 706 grate, used in a 

gasifier by Sasol Synfuels in Secunda.

Grinding the sealing face of a blow-out protector valve 
used in the off-shore oil drilling industry

Machining a cast locomotive bogie for Scaw Metals, for 
delivery to GE in the USA.

Turning an assembled 706 grate on a VTL.Deep-hole drilling to a depth of 1250mm

Tubesheet drillingMachining the split face and bores of a high-pressure pump



Roof Bolt Production Machines 
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Machine Tool Promotions (Pty) Ltd

Tel +27 (0)16 931 1564
Fax +27 (0)16 933 8979

10 Fraser street
Vanderbijlpark
South Africa

www.mtpsa.co.za


